
Apple iPhone wants to use a rebate promotion with a survey questionnaire for 
product development purposes, and has allotted an additional $5,000 to the sales 
promotion budget. However, when consumers receive a survey with a refund check, 
there is a percentage who return dishonest questionnaires. Marketing wants to 
develop an incentive idea that will reward consumers for filling out the questionnaire 
and increase honest survey response rates. 
 
Objectives 
Obtain 1,000 valid survey responses from 10,000 rebate checks 
Minimize dishonest responses  
 
Marketing Strategy  
Developing an attractive incentive (e.g. rebate offer) will encourage the buyer to 
perceive the Apple iPhone as a greater value, and including an easy survey as part 
of the rebate redemption process will increase the responses rate, because the value 
of the rebate is worth the short time it will take to complete the survey. The incentive 
will be neither too small nor too large to avoid a low response rate and dishonest 
answers that could make data analysis invalid. A $100 rebate is 25 percent off the 
retail value of the Apple iPhone, which will retain Apple’s brand value but offer a 
price point that doesn’t depreciate the value of the iPhone. Providing store credit to 
be used on other Apple products will have long-term successful effect for Apple as it 
will entice consumers to return to shop the brand again.  

Target Audience 
Most consumers purchasing the iPhone are Apple brand loyalists and would likely find the store credit a valuable rebate to 
update their Apple products with accessories, iTunes, or purchase new devices. Also, brand loyalists enjoy talking about the 
products they love and would most likely complete a survey that allows them to express their appreciation for Apple products.  
 

Redeem your Apple iPhone Rebate 
Tell us what you think about your Apple iPhone and receive a $100 rebate redeemable for store credit towards the purchase of 
any product at an Apple Retail Store or Apple Online Store. You can get a rebate on your purchase of the Apple iPhone ($399 
retail value) by registering your product and filling out a short form. You must include your Apple iPhone Rebate code to 
validate your proof of purchase. When finished, you'll be emailed a printable Apple iPhone Rebate to be used at in-store and 
online Apple Retail locations. This is a limited-time offer. You must be 13 or older to participate in our survey and obtain the 
rebate. Note: All questions must be answered. Please respond honestly to each of the following: 
 

 
  

Apple iPhone Rebate Registration 
 

Please indicate your gender.  Please select your date of birth. 

  Male    Female  

Month Day   Year 

Select
 

1

 
  

200

 
 

  
First 
name:   

Last name:  
 

  Address 1: 
 

Address 2: 
 

  City: 
 

State:  
Select One

 
 Zip:  

 

  Email: 
 I would like to be contacted about special promotions from Apple. 

I would like to be contacted about future opportunities to share my opinion on Apple products and promotions. 

   

 
Validate proof of purchase: Enter Apple iPhone Rebate code. ________________________________________________ 
 
GET REBATE 
 
(Source: Cindagel. (2009). Rebate Survey. Retrieved December 14, 2009, from http://www.clindagel.com/survey/index.cfm) 
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Apple iPhone Rebate Survey 
Dear [insert name],  
As the president of Apple, I want to thank you for purchasing the iPhone. Please help us better understand your needs by 
completing the survey below. Thank you for your time. 
Sincerely, 
Steve Jobs, President 
 
1. How satisfied are you with the Apple iPhone? 
 

Very Unsatisfied Unsatisfied Neutral Satisfied Very Satisfied N/A 
Overall quality   ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏ 
Value     ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏ 
Purchase experience   ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏ 
Installation or first use experience ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏ 
Usage experience   ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏ 
After purchase service  ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏  ͏ 
  
 2. How long have you used the Apple iPhone? 
- Less than 1 month 
-1 to 6 months 
-6 months to 1 year 
-1 to 2 years 
-2 years or more 
- Never used. 
 
 
3. How often do you use the Apple iPhone? 
-More than 20 or more times a day 
-5-19 times a day 
-Less than 5 times a day 
-2 to 3 times a week 
-Do not use 
 
 
4. Overall, how satisfied are you with the Apple iPhone? 
-Very Unsatisfied 
-Unsatisfied 
-Somewhat Satisfied 
-Very Satisfied 
-Extremely Satisfied 
 
5. Compared to other mobile phones available, would you 
say that the Apple iPhone is: 
-Much better 
-Somewhat better 
-About the same 
-Somewhat worse 
 -Much worse 
-Don't know or never used 
 
6. Will you use/purchase an Apple iPhone again? 
-Definitely will 
-Probably will 
-Might or might not 
-Definitely will not 
-Never used 

7. How likely are you to recommend the Apple iPhone to 
others? 
-Definitely will recommend 
-Probably will recommend 
-Not sure 
-Probably will not recommend 
-Definitely will not recommend 
-Never Used 
 
8. Based on your experience with Apple iPhone, how likely 
are you to again buy an Apple product? 
-Very Unlikely 
-Unlikely 
-Somewhat Unlikely 
-Very Likely 
-Extremely Likely 
 
9. If you have contacted Apple customer service, were all 
problems resolved to your complete satisfaction? 
-Yes, by the company or its representatives 
-Yes, by me or someone outside the company 
-No, the problem was not resolved 
-No problems/No contact with customer service 
 
10. What would you like to tell Apple about your 
satisfaction with the iPhone that was not already asked in 
the survey?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for your feedback. 
  
SUBMIT 
 

 
 
Validity 
After Apple iPhone receives responses, filtering dishonest responses that create a validity issue during the data analysis is 
important for product development purposes. Validation will be determined by variation in answers and responses will be 
thrown out if they are all the same or don’t seem to logically flow from one question to the next. A system device will also 
benchmark time of responses to determine quickness and consider when the reader was genuinely thinking of the correct 
answer to the question being asked. If the questionnaire is rapidly completed, the responses will be considered invalid.
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